The dual Phase-I algorithm using the most-obtuse-angle row pivot rule is very efficient for providing a dual feasible basis, in either the classical or the basis-deficiency-allowing context. In this paper, we establish a basis-deficiency-allowing Phase-I algorithm using the so-called most-obtuseangle column pivot rule to produce a primal (deficient or full) basis. Our computational experiments with the smallest test problems from the standard NETLIB set show that a dense projected-gradient implementation largely outperforms that of the variation of the primal simplex method from the commercial code MATLAB LINPROG vl.17, and that a sparse projected-gradient implementation of a normalized revised version of the proposed algorithm runs 34°~ faster than the sparse implementation of the primal simplex method included in the commercial code TOMLAB LPSOLVE V3.0. (~)
INTRODUCTION
The pivoting rule used is crucial to the simplex method. As a result, in the past a variety of pivot rules have been proposed. It is noticeable that among them the most-obtuse-angle row pivot rule is very efficient for achieving dual feasibility in the classical simplex context [1, 2] . On the other hand, Pan generalized the concept of basis to include the deficient case, and established primal and dual pivot algorithms based on it [3] [4] [5] . Since the basis concept is crucial for pivot algorithms, this generalization provides us with a further improvement possibility. Computational results do show that the proposed basis-deficiency-allowing algorithms perform very favorably.
Therefore, it is very attractive to combine the most-obtuse-angle rule and the basis-deficiencyallowing algorithms. Along this line, Pan, Li and Wang recently developed a new dual Phase-I algorithm using the most-obtuse-angle row rule in the basis-deficiency-allowing context [6] , and demonstrated its promise of success. On the other hand, similar effort has been made with primal cases by Santos-Palomo and Guerrero-Garcfa [7, 8] .
To make further progress, this paper develops a (primal) Phase-I algorithm using the mostobtuse-angle column pivot rule in the basis-deficiency-allowing context. For completeness, in the next section, we briefly present the basis-deficiency-allowing pivot algorithms [3, 4] . Then in Section 3, we describe the most-obtuse-angle column rule, and establish the basis-deficiency-allowing Phase-I procedure which uses it. In Section 4, we make some comments on the new algorithm. Finally, in Section 5, we report our computational results obtained with a set of standard test problems from NETLIB. These results show that a dense projected-gradient implementation largely outperforms that of the variation of the primal simplex method from the commercial code MATLAB LINPROG V1.17 [9] , and that a sparse projected-gradient implementation of a normalized revised version of the proposed algorithm runs 34% faster than the sparse implementation of the primal simplex method included in the commercial code TOMLAB LPSOLVE V3.0 [10] .
For unillustrated terminologies and symbols, we refer the reader to [3, 4] .
PRELIMINARIES
Consider the following linear program in standard form,
where A C R mxn with rn < n, and b C R m, x,e E R n, 1 N rank(A) < m. It is assumed that the cost vector c, the right-hand side b, and the columns and rows of A are nonzero, and that Ax=b is consistent. Conventionally, a basis is defined as a square nonsingular submatrix from the coefficient matrix A. The basis-deficiency-allowing variation of the simplex method generalized the basis as follows [4] . DEFINITION 1. (See [4] .) A basis is a submatrix consisting of any linearly independent subset of columns of A, whose range space includes b.
According to Definition 1, the bases may be classified into two categories. DEFINITION 2. (See [4] .) If the number of basic columns equals the number of rows of the coefficient matrix, it is a normal basis; else, it is a deficient basis. Clearly, traditional simplex variants use normal bases only.
Let B be a basis with ml columns and let N be the corresponding nonbasis, consisting of the remaining n -ml columns. Define the ordered basic and nonbasic index sets respectively by JB={Jl,'",Jml} where j~,i = 1,... ,ml, is the index of the i th column of B, and kj,j = 1,...,n-ml, the index of the jth column of N. The subscript of a basic index ji is called a row index, and that of a nonbasic index kj is called a column index. Components of x and c, and columns of A, corresponding to a basis and a nonbasis are subscripted with B and N, respectively. Hereafter, for simplicity of exposition, components of vectors and columns of matrices will always be arranged, and partitioned conformably, as the JB, Jg changes. Thus, we have It is pedagogically convenient to use the tableau form for linear programming. Assume that the tableau form of (1) is
Assuming ml < 'm, after a series of appropriate Gauss or orthogonal transformations (we use orthogonal transformations here), we obtain
where/71 E R m1×'~1 is an upper triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal entries. The reduced cost = --RTD -%B and associated primal basic solution then is
with corresponding objective value, f = CTBllbl .
These entities are assumed to be updated after each iteration of the algorithm. Expression (3) is termed a canonical tableau. Since it is different from a corresponding basis B by only a nonsingular matrix factor,/? will be called basis as well.
By using the notation above, we have the following. 
THE

MOST-OBTUSE-ANGLE COLUMN RULE
The primal simplex procedure with a deficient basis needs a primal feasible basis to get itself started. Once an initial basis is available, which is neither primally nor dually feasible, a Phase-I procedure is then needed to achieve primal (or dual) feasibility. Recently, a dual Phase-I algorithm using the most-obtuse-angle rule with a deficient basis was described to achieve dual feasibility by Pan, Li and Wang [6] . In this section, we propose a primal version of the algorithm.
Define the row index sets I and H by z = {i I < o, i --1,... ,ml}, H={jlSkj <0, j=l,...,n-ml}, respectively. Suppose now that tableau (3) is primatly infeasible, i.e., the set I is nonempty. If it is dually feasible, i.e., the set H is empty, then the basis-deficiency-allowing dual simplex algorithm is immediately applicable; otherwise, H ¢ ¢ and Phase-I steps should be taken to achieve primal feasibility. Now, assume 5: B ~ 0 and 5N ~ 0, i.e., I ~ ¢ and H ¢ ¢. Select the pivot row index p such that p = Argmin {2j, I i E I}. Clearly, d is a search direction in Zy-space [4] . However, we shall not compute d by (8) , because an orthogonal transformation technique proposed by Pan [4] can be used to compute d at a lower cost as follows.
If we now redefine
then from [4] we know that we can easily compute el, the same direction of d, by the following formula,
When the set is empty, the dual program is unbounded above, and hence program (1) has no feasible solution; otherwise, a column index q is chosen by the following. 
Then, we bring the qth column of N to the end of B, with JB and Jg adjusted conformably.
Thus, after the m through (ml + 1) th components of the column are zeroed using an appropriate sequence of Givens rotations G~-, j --m -1,..., ml, the iteration is completed. This is referred to as a full iteration, since the number of basic columns remains unchanged. The next can be either a full or a rank-increasing iteration (the number of basic columns grows by one), depending on whether bin1+1 is equal to zero or not. Clearly, a rank-increasing one will not include the steps prior to the computation of d by (9) . The overall process is summarized as follows.
Given an initial canonical tableau (3) It is noted that there is no assumption on set J at all in the above algorithm, making a key difference from the original dual algorithm with deficient basis [4, Section 4] in which H = ¢ is assumed. Once primal feasibility is achieved by Algorithm 1, the main procedure described in [4, Section 3] can then be used to complete the whole computation. THEOREM 2. Assuming termination of Algorithm 1, it must take place at either (1) Step 1 °, with primal basic feasible solution reached; or (2) Step 6 °, detecting the infeasibility of program (1) .
PrtOOF. The correctness of the first statement is obvious and hence is omitted. Let us discuss the second one. From the canonical tableau of (1), we have xp + ~ djxj = bp, (12) jEJN where bp < 0 and min{dj I J = 1,...,n-ml} >_ 0.
Thus, (12) has no nonnegative solution. This completes the proof.
COMMENTS ON THE PIVOTING RULE
Let us take a look at the finiteness of the algorithm. Since there are only finitely many bases, the algorithm does not terminate if and only if cycling occurs. Furthermore, since the number of columns of a basis never decreases in the process, a cycle never involves any rank-increasing iteration. In other words, cycling can only occur in full iterations. This algorithm belong to the class of 'infinite' algorithms, since the possibility of cycling cannot be ruled out theoretically at present; in fact, a cycling example has been recently given by Cuerrero-Garcfa and Santos-Palomo [11] in the classical context. From a practical point of view, finiteness is not a serious problem: first, it is well known that computational performance of existing 'finite' simplex variants is unsatisfactory whereas successful simplex variants are actually 'infinite', such as Dantzig's conventional simplex method. Second, as degeneracy occurs in practice very frequently, finiteness proofs under nondegeneracy assumption is only of conceptual or pedagogical interest. It might not be wise to confine ourselves to develop finite algorithms.
Algorithm 1 has some attractive features. First of all, due to the use of Rule 1, a ratio-test-free pivot rule, it needs fewer computation time per iteration than conventional algorithms. Second, it can get started from any initial basis and hence, there will be no need to introduce artificial variables. It is clear that the problem size and hence the computational effort would increase significantly if the process of finding an initial feasible solution was treated in the usual manner by introducing artificial variables. In addition, the column selection rule in Algorithm 1 chooses a pivot candidate possessing the maximum absolute value, hence this will improve numerical behaviour. Indeed, it is more than that, the most obtuse angle rule is favourable from the following geometrical point of view. The direction d is computed in terms of an ascent direction with respect to the dual objective. Clearly, the gradient of the left-hand side of the constraint zk~, > 0 makes the most obtuse angle with d among all nonnegative constrains zk~ >0, i---1,...,n-ml.
It is clear that, if the direction d is closer to the ascent direction b, the gradient of the dual objective, then the gradient of the left-hand side of the constraint zk,t >_ 0 also makes the most obtuse angle with b. Under the spirit of Pan's geometrical characterization of an optimal basis (or nonbasis) [12] , therefore, we know that Zkq is eligible to be used as an optimal nonbasic variable for the dual problem. Thus, xkq is an optimal basic variable with respect to the primal problem according to the complementary slackness conditions. All these remarks makes Algorithm 1 a promising Phase-1 for the primal basis-deficiency allowing (BDA) simplex algorithm.
The algorithm is closely related with that called "dual-then-primal" in [ one after another in accordance with the normalized ratio-test-free rule described above until a first basis is available, a suitable deletion is performed to obtain a new search direction d P and then a sequence of constraint additions takes place but now in accordance with the unnormalized ratio-test-free rule. Furthermore, the column rule used to select the entering variable in the primal BDA algorithm is not usually normalized. When the normalized rules are used everywhere, the algorithm obtained is essentially the sagitta method given by Santos-Palomo in [7] with its restarting procedure done before entering its primal-feasibility search loop (see [14] , where other possibilities are explored); as we shall illustrate in the next section, the differences in performance obtained with the unnormalized and normalized sparse versions are appreciable.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
We have carried out a dense implementation using projected gradient techniques based on an orthogonal factorization of AB, in particular, that obtained with the classical Gram-Schmidt method with reorthogonalization [15, Section 2.4]. A systematic update and downdate of the factor Q c lI~ mxml with orthonormal columns and the triangular factor B1 E R mlxml is carried out in this revised implementation, see details in [16] .
We have conducted some dense computational experiments using MATLAB V5.3 (with an Intel Pentium 4, 3.0 Ghz, 512 Mb RAM) to compare the unnormalized revised version of the Phase-I given above against the MATLAB LINPROG V1.17 [9] dense implementation of a variation of the usual primal simplex method. Our computational experiment has been performed by using a subset of the standard NETLIB benchmark [17] ; all problems with less than 3500 nonzeros in which neither BOUNDS nor RANGES sections occur has been selected. The details of a quite similar sparse computational experience can be found in [8, Section 5] and [18] , where the ordering and scaling techniques applied to the test problems in Table 1 51  27  102  5  7  114  22  78  50  148  1  5  154  11  78  50  160  1  10  171  12  163  105  340  1  20  361  7  165  117  501  27  8  536  13  138  56  424  82  37  543  19  114  74  522  30  8  560  23  185  129  465  133  53  651  8  317  205  665  1  38  704  4  162  96  777  36  24  837  10  366  153  1136  8  49  1193  31  253  117  1179  31  103  1313  13  466  388  1534  282  76  1892  4  303  220  2202  2  54  2258  32  671  471  1725  475  179  2379  3  660  300  1872  360  154  2386  6  316  142  2411  171  89  2671  28  316  174  2443  89  171  2703  22  472  305  2494  165  118  2777  17  600  330  2732  23  116  2871  10  472  223  2768  189  99  3056  17  760  77  2388  760  1  3149  49  615  488  2862  131  432 The information that has been included in each row of the Tables 2-6 (from left to right) is: the number in Table 1 of the test problem, the optimal value, the number of iterations performed, the elapsed time (in hundredths of a second), the minimum reduced cost, the minimum value of the computed solution, and the duality gap.
The main outcome obtained in the dense case is that 6638 (in 2.8 minutes, see Table 3 ) iterations were performed by the unnormalized version, versus 10657 (in 66.1 minutes, see Table 2 ) needed by LINPROG. Furthermore, LINPROG was unable to solve several problems in less than 5m iterations, and some of them faced with numerical problems. Hence, the unnormalized version largely outperforms LINPROG.
A suitable sparse orthogonal approach is to adapt the methodology of Bj5rck [19] and Oreborn [20] to be able to apply the sparse NNLS algorithm (via corrected seminormal equations (CSNE) with the Cholesky factor RB of ATBAB) with a "short-and-fat" matrix A. They proposed an active set algorithm for the sparse least squares problem minimize 1/2 • xrCx + dmx, x E ~n, subject to l < x < u, with C > 0. It turns out that our Phase-I is also related with the problem in which C=ATAAd=-ATbA, Vi=l .... ,n, l~=0Aui=+oo, but C > 0, hence to maintain a sparse QR factorization of AB we have had to adapt [21] the proposed technique as in [22] , but without forming C. The column ordering of A dictates that The main outcome obtained in the sparse case is that 7087 (in 9.1 minutes, see Table 5 ) and 6963 (in 6.6 minutes, see Table 6 ) iterations were performed by the unnormalized and normalized versions respectively, versus 9586 (in 10.0 minutes, see Table 4 ) needed by LPSOLVE. A nontrivial implementation [16] of the primal rain-ratio test for the Phase-II allowed us to improve the run time of the unnormalized version until 8.9 minutes (7161 iterations), but it is worth noting the following.
(1) Excluding SCACR25 (~19) from the test set, only the normalized version outperforms LPSOLVE, turning out to run 21% faster. (2) Excluding SCSD1 (#26) from the test set, both the unnormalized and the normalized version outperforms LPSOLVE considerably, turning out to run 31% and 37% faster, respectively. (3) With the full test set, both the unnormalized and the normalized version outperforms LPSOLVE, turning out to run 11% and 34% faster, respectively.
These preliminary experiments lead us to conclude that a clear advantage was obtained in number of iterations, quality of solutions and execution time in both the dense and sparse case when suitable pivot strategies are used and with no special anticycling tools.
